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Introduction. Despite the great amount of work that has been done on the solution
of the partial differential equations of mathematical physics by separation of variables,
the subject remains in an unfinished state. In a comprehensive treatment of the subject,
the first problem is to determine separability conditions for the Laplace and Helmholtz
equations and to find the coordinate systems that satisfy these conditions. The second
problem is to tabulate all the separation equations. The first of these questions has been
studied in recent papers [1], while the second is considered in the present contribution.

Attempts have been made in the past to subsume all the separation equations under
a single general equation; but these formulations have not been satisfactory, since they
include equations that are never encountered in physics and they exclude equations
that are definitely needed. For instance, the hypergeometric equation includes both
Bessel and Legendre equations but excludes most of the separation equations that
occur in field theory. There seems to be a widespread idea that B6cher's "generalized
Lam 6 equation" with five singularities includes all the needed equations as confluent
cases. According to Ince [2], "This systematization was suggested by the discovery of
Klein and B6cher that the chief linear differential equations which arise out of the
problems of mathematical physics can be derived from a single equation with five
distinct regular singular points in which the difference between the two exponents
relative to each singular point is §".

Similar statements are made by Forsyth [3] and by Whittaker and Watson [4].
Actually, only a few of the required equations are obtainable from the Bocher prototype
with five singularities (h = 5); though by employing a family of prototypes with h = 1
to h = 7, one can obtain the necessary equations.

The present study extends the general work of Bocher [5] by actually finding the
separation equations for the eleven simply-separable systems of Eisenhart [6], the
eleven symmetric cyelide systems, and eighteen cylindrical systems. All separation
equations for these coordinate systems reduce to nineteen distinct equations of the Bocher
type.

Coordinate systems. Important partial differential equations of classical field
theory are the Laplace equation, the Poisson equation, the diffusion equation, and the
scalar wave equation. The solution of all these equations reduces essentially to the
solution of a single partial differential equation, the Helmholtz equation:

VV + = 0. (1)
'Received November 10, 1954.
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For any orthogonal coordinate system (u1, u2, u3) in Euclidean 3-space,

1 ^ d (g^_d<p\ (2)
v y - r* § s1 Ift; sv- (2)

If the Helmholtz equation is simply separable,

v = U\u) • U\u2) ■ U3(u3), (3)

and the three separation equations are

+ <4)

where a, are the separation constants and $,,■ are the elements of the Stackel matrix [1].
Simple separability of the Helmholtz equation occurs in the confocal quadric systems

of Eisenhart [6]. Apparently, these eleven coordinate systems exhaust the possibilities
for the Helmholtz equation. If k = 0, however, we have the Laplace equation, which
is ii-separable [1] in a number of additional coordinates. The separation equations are
again given by Eq. (4), but in place of Eq. (3) we have

t/V) • £/V) • U\u3) ,
* = " R(u\u\u3) (3a)

The only inseparable coordinates that give promise of practical applications are
those having considerable symmetry. They include toroidal coordinates, bispherical
coordinates, and the four systems based on elliptic functions [7]. We include the rotation
cyclides of Bocher [5] but deliberately omit his asymmetric cyclides as being too complex
for use in physics and engineering.

In this paper, therefore, we shall consider the separation equations for the following
coordinate systems:

I. Systems [8] allowing simple separation of the Helmholtz and Laplace equations.

Cylindrical systems.
1. Rectangular coordinates
2. Circular-cylinder coordinates
3. Elliptic-cylinder coordinates
4. Parabolic-cylinder coordinates

Rotational systems.
5. Spherical coordinates
6. Prolate spheroidal coordinates
7. Oblate spheroidal coordinates
8. Parabolic coordinates

Asymmetric systems.
9. Conical coordinates

10. Ellipsoidal coordinates
11. Paraboloidal coordinates

II. Systems allovoing R-separation of the Laplace equation.
12. Tangent-sphere coordinates
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13. Cardioid coordinates
14. Bispherical coordinates
15. Toroidal coordinates
16. Inverse prolate spheroidal coordinates
17. Inverse oblate spheroidal coordinates
18. 6-Sphere coordinates
19. Bi-cyclide coordinates (JlRx)*
20. Flat-ring cyclide coordinates (JlRy)
21. Disk-cyclide coordinates (J2R)
22. Cap-cyclide coordinates (J3R)

III. Cylindrical systems allowing simple separation of the Laplace equation in two
dimensions only.

23. Tangent-cylinder coordinates (PlC)f
24. Cardioid-cylinder coordinates (P3C)
25. Hyperbolic-cylinder coordinates (P4C)
26. Rose coordinates (P5C)
27. Cassinian-oval coordinates (E2C)
28. Inverse Cassinian-oval coordinates (E3C)
29. Bi-cylindrical coordinates (E4C)
30. Maxwell-cylinder coordinates (E5C)
31. Logarithmic-cylinder coordinates (LlC)
32. Ln tan cylinder coordinates (L2C)
33. Ln cosh cylinder coordinates (L3C)
34. Inverse elliptic-cylinder coordinates (H2C)
35. sn-Cylinder coordinates (J1C)
36. cn-Cylinder coordinates (J2C)
37. Inverse sn-cylinder coordinates (J3C)
38. Ln sw-cylinder coordinates (J40)
39. Ln cn-cylinder coordinates (J5C)
40. Zeta coordinates (J6C)

Bocher equations. Except for one trivial case**, all the separation equations of
field theory are second-order, linear differential equations that can be written in the
form

S+f + «<s) z - °' ®
where P and Q are rational functions of z. We now introduce the restriction [10] that

P(z) = 1 [~ m2 , . , m,-! "I
2 \_z — a, z — a2 z — an_iJ'

(6)
q, ■,   ^4.o + AiZ +•••-(- Atzl 
^Z) ~ (z- ai)mi(z - a2)m' ■■•(z- '

*See Reference [7].
fSee Reference [9].

"The equation in time obtained by separation of the diffusion equation.
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where rrii and I are positive integers. The equation has n singular points, which occur
at z = ai , a2 , • • • a„_a , <». The orders of the poles are m, , m2 , — mn^ ; and the
order of the pole at °° is equal to the greater of two integers giving the orders of
[2z — z2P{z)\ and z4Q(z) for z —> °°. The total order of the poles is h = 53".

Equations defined by (5) and (6) are called Bdcher equations. They are all obtainable
from B6cher prototypes; but it seems simpler to define them directly by Eq. (6) than
to employ the rather round-about method used by Bdcher and Ince [2]. The direct
approach also leads to a convenient method of classification [10] in terms of n instead
of h.

A Bdcher equation may be specified by writing a sequence of integers representing
the orders of the poles. The equation given by (5) and (6) is specified as
{rrii , m2 ■ m«-i , m„], where mn is the order of the pole at °°. The final integer mn
holds a privileged position: it must not be moved; though the other integers may be
interchanged at will.

Some separation equations in their original form are not B6cher equations, but
they can be made into B6cher equations by an elementary functional transformation
of the independent variable. All equations obtained by such transformations may be
regarded as equivalent, since if the solution of one is known, the solutions of the others
are immediately evident. Among the equivalent equations obtained from a single equa-
tion there is in general only one Bdcher equation [10J. Thus the flexibility introduced
by transformation of variables does not ordinarily cause any ambiguity in equation
specification.

The only exception to this rule occurs with very simple equations having
(a) not more than two distinct singularities,
(b) At = A2 = • • ■ = A, = 0.

TABLE 1
Classification of Bdcher equations

that are obtained by separation of variables in 40 coordinate systems

n Name Original Degenerate Cases

4 Heine equation* {1222 J
Wangerin equationf {1122 J {1121}
Lam6 wave equation {1113} {1112}, {1111}

3 Legendre wave equation {123} {122}, {121}
Baer° wave equation {114} {113}

2 Bessel wave equation {24} {23}, {22}
Weber equation {14}
Elementary {33} {32}

1 Elementary {04} {01}
Basic equations = 9,
Total equations = 19.

*E. Heine, Hanabuch der Kugelfunctionen, Berlin, 1878, p. 445.
fA. Wangerin, J. reine und angew. Math. vol. 82 (1877) p. 145.
#K. Baer, Parabolische Koordinaten, Frankfurt, 1888.
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TABLE 2
The separation equations of field, theory

For each designation, the first line gives the Bocher equation, the second gives
the transformation of variable that yields the equation of the third line. The

fourth line presents the general solution.

n Designation Differential equations and solutions

{1222|
cfZ
dz2

+ ir_L_ + _2_ + _2_l dZ
2 \_z — a, z — a, z — a3J dz

_i_ TAo + A,z + AJ + A3z3'] y _ n
+ L(z - a,)(2 - a,)2(z - a3)2_| U'

z = sn2 f,

d2Z _ sn $(dn £ + k? cn f) dZ
df3 cn f dn f df

+ [2'Vt--*'Jwr]z-°'
Heine functions.

{1122)
d'Z
dz3 +1 r ̂  h —i— h i—2 \_z — ai z — a, z — a3J dz

, [" Aq ~f~ A\Z + A#? ~| .
+ L(2 - a,)(z - a2)(z - o3)2J u'

z — sn f,

d2Z cn £ dn £ dZ
df+ sn f df

+ £fc2 sn2 f - a2 — a3^fc2 sn2 f = 0 >

Wangerin functions.

dZ
dz{1121> + i[^; + r=L^ + z - a3]

I r ^0 ~l~ A \Z ~]y _ „
+ L(z - <0(« - a2)(z - °3)2J '

z = sn f,

d2Z , cn { dn t; dZ f , 1 ]7 _ „
+ ~^Tdt ~ h + s?rr *0-

Wangerin functions.
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TABLE 2—{Continued)

Designation Differential equations and solutions

{1113} +   1   + —1~\tdz 2 \_z — ai z — a2 z — a3J dz

f~ A0 + A,z + AjZ3 .
L(z - a,)(z - a2)(z - a3)J+

« = f'.

(fJ - W - C2) 0 + f[2f3 - (b2 + c2)]

+ [fc2f4 - p(p + l)f2 + (62 + c°)q]Z = 0,

Lam6 wave functions.

dZ
dz{ilia} + ~~ + ~^~~1' az 2 — ai z — a2 z — a3 J

_i_ r ^iz  a
+ L(z - a,)(* - <h)(z - a9)J

«= r2,

(f2 - W - c2) 0 + r[2f2 - (i>2 + c2)] g

+ [(b> +c2)q- p(p + 1) f\Z = 0,

Z = AEl({) + BFltt).
dZ
dz{1111} + l F—^ + —1dz 2 Lz — ax z — a2 z — a3J

t(z - a,)(z - a2)(z - a3y\Z
■' +

2 = r,

(f2 - b')(f2 - C2) + f[2f2 - (b2 + c2)] ^

+ f(62 + e)q\Z = 0,
z = AEo(t) +

It can be shown [10] that all these simple cases that occur in field theory reduce to the
equations {04} and {01}. We stipulate that if a set of B6eher equations are equivalent,
the specification of the set shall be that having smallest h and smallest n.

Separation equations. A study of the separation equations for the 40 coordinate
systems listed in this paper shows that there are only 19 distinct separation equations.
The 19 include all the degenerate cases obtained by allowing one or more separation
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TABLE 2—(Continued)

n Designation Differential equations and solutions

dz 2 \_z — at z — a3J dz

["-Aq + AiZ + A2z2~\ „ _
L(z - a,){z - a,)2 r '+

* = f,
a _ ^_ dz
( ' } df r df

+ [fcV(l - fJ) + p(p + 1) - Y^Tf\z = 0,

Legendre wave functions.

dZ
dzI'22' § + s [r^+rrj

+ [<2 - A-aJ']Z = °'

3

3.d2Z n.dZ

+ [p(p + 1) - = °'

Z = APXt;) + BQl{ f).

I121! ^+ir_j_+_2_i^1 ! <fc2 + 2 U - a, + 2 - a2J dz

+ [> - a,)t -a.)-]Z " °'

2 = f2,

(1 f)df2 2fdf (l_f)z-°'

Z = + BQo'tt).

constants to be zero. They include also the equations obtained by separation of the
vector Helmholtz equation [11] in the 5 coordinate systems in which this procedure
has been shown to be possible. The distinct separation equations are designated in
Table 1 and written in detail in Table 2. Note that by no means all of the equations
have h = 5, as suggested by Ince.

Some of the equations of Table 2 are familiar and their solutions are well-known.
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TABLE 2—(Continued)

Designation Differential equations and solutions

,1141 d*Z i 1 f 1 i 1 1 dZ
1 ' dz2 + 2 lz - a, + z - aj dz

[" A0 + AiZ + AjZ2~\„ _
L (2 - a,)(z - dO r

2 = r,

+

d*Z 1 2f - (b + c) dZ
df + 2 (f - b)(f - c) df

fc2f2 - p(p + 1) - (6 + c)q 7
+ (f - W(f _ c) 2 - 0.

Baer wave functions.

11131 +

+ [(2 - „,)> "

2 = COS2 f,

+ (a - 2q cos 2f)Z = 0,

Mathieu functions.

<*> §+fc]f+[n^>=°.
2 = J*,

d2Z , ldZ , , 2 .
d?+fdF + rr + 9 ~ f2]Z = 0'

Bessel wave functions.

Others have been studied only slightly, if at all. In particular, separation of Laplace's
equation (k = 0) yields the Bessel equation, the Legendre equation, the Lam6 equation.
Separation of the Helmholtz equation (k iA 0) yields analogous but somewhat more
complicated equations which we have called the Bessel wave equation, the Legendre
wave equation, the Lam6 wave equation. Despite their importance, very little attention
has been given to these equations. There are also two distinct equations obtained from
rotational cyclide coordinates, and these equations likewise need further study.
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TABLE 2—{Continued)

n Designation Differential equations and solutions

2 I23' w + iyh]f + [f^]z-°'
2 = f,

d2Z \dZ ,( , p2\„ n
dp + rdF + l9 ~7)z = 0'

 Z = AJv{qz) + BYv(qz). 

2 i'22i % +1 [rM f + [(^j-]z " °'
2 = f,

d'Z 1 dZ p\
W }dF ~ 7 '

 Z = Af + Br'- 

2 {14) ^ + ^ + \A° + AiZ~\Z = °'dz 2(z — a,i) dz \_ z — al J

2 = f,
d2Z
d? + q\v + i) ~ -f]z = 0,

Z = ADM) +

I33' H + 5 f + [lf^]z " °'
2 = r,

+ 7 "i +pz = o,drz ,2 dZ , 2
df2 + r df

Z = - [A sin pf + B cos pf].
2

*32i ?+!k^]f+ [(^io>]z-0'
2 = f2,

d2Z 2 rfZ p(p + 1) 7 _ h
df2 + f dr r2 '

Z = A?" + Br""+l)■
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TABLE 2—(Continued)

n Designation Differential equations and solutions

1 {04) ^2 + A0Z = 0,

f + * - o,
Z — A sin pf + B cos pf.

{0!} § = 0,

d'Z n
df2 " °'

2 = t,

Z = A+B?.
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